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The notion of the cylinder product on a coquasitriangular bialgebra and a
cylinder matrix for a Yang]Baxter operator is introduced and illustrated explicitly
Ž Ž ..in the case of O M n . Q 2000 Academic Pressq
INTRODUCTION
w xRecently, tom Dieck and Haring-Oldenburg DH introduced the notionÈ
Ž .of a coquasitriangular CQT bialgebra with a cylinder form, tensor cate-
gories with cylinder braiding and four braid pairs, and established their
relations. These formal relations are easily generalized involving non-com-
mutative algebras.
If A is a CQT bialgebra and E is an algebra over a field k, a linear map
f : A “ E is called a cylinder homomorphism if
f 1 s 1,Ž .
0.1Ž .
f ab s s b , a f a s a , b f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 3 2 3
Ž .for a, b in A, where s denotes the CQT form or braid form on A. When
the CQT form s has a skew-inverse s s, we introduce the following
cylinder product on A:
I s y1a b s s a , b s b , a a b 0.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 3 1 2 1 2 3
for a, b in A. We show this product is associative and that a cylinder
IŽ .homomorphism f : A “ E is nothing but an algebra map A, “ E.
A typical example of CQT bialgebra is afforded by the Faddeev]
Ž . 2 2Reshetikhin]Takhtajan construction A R for an n = n quantum R
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Ž .matrix R. In our setting Section 2 , it is defined by generators x , . . . , x11 nn
2 2 Ž .and the relation which tells that the n = n matrix x x com-i j k l Ž i k .Ž jl .
mutes with R.
Ž .An n = n matrix F s t with entries in E is called a cylinder matrixi j
for R if
2 2I m F R s R I m F , 0.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 2 Ž .where I m F denotes the n = n matrix d t . It follows fromi j k l Ž i k .Ž jl .
w Ž .x Ž .DH, 3.1 that there is a unique cylinder homomorphism f : A R “ E
Ž .such that f x s t .i j i j
Ž .We define an algebra Cyl R by generators t , . . . , t and the relation11 nn
Ž .which tells that the matrix F s t is a cylinder matrix for R. If R is rigid,i j
Ž .the CQT form on A R is skew-invertible and the above cylinder map
IŽ Ž . . Ž .induces an algebra isomorphism A R , , Cyl R .
Ž .In general, relation 0.3 is not easy to write down. When R has some
symmetry, we give a simple description of it by introducing the ) product
Ž .among the entries of F Proposition 2.6 .
Ž Ž ..In Section 3, we illustrate these generalities in the case of O M n , theq
Ž . Ž .coordinate bialgebra of quantum M n . This is of FRT type A R forq
some n2 = n2 Yang]Baxter matrix R , Applying the criterion of Proposi-q
tion 2.6, we describe what a cylinder matrix for R is. For example, ifq
a bŽ . Ž .n s 2, F s is a cylinder matrix for R a q-cylinder matrix for shortqc d
iff
ac s q2ca, bd q 1 y qy2 ab s db,Ž .
dc q 1 y qy2 ca s cd, ba s q2ab, 0.4Ž .Ž .
da s ad, bc y cb q 1 y qy2 a2 s 1 y qy2 adŽ . Ž .
Ž .Example 3.7 . If we put
d y 1 y qy2 a ybŽ .y2 Äd s q ad y cb , F s y2ž /yc q a
Ž .we see relations 0.4 are equivalent to
d 0Ä ÄFF s FF s . 0.5Ž .ž /0 d
In other words, the q-cylinder matrix F has the ``determinant'' d and the
Ä``cofactor matrix'' F. In Section 4, we generalize this fact to arbitrary n
Ž .Theorem 4.4 . We prove a q-cylinder matrix is invertible iff its determi-
Ž .nant is invertible Corollary 4.8 . The universal cylinder algebra for
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Ž Ž .. Ž .O GL n is given bv localizing Cyl R at the determinant that is aq q
central element.
Throughout the paper, we work over a fixed field k. We use the usual
conventions for coalgebras and Hopf algebras, especially the sigma nota-
tion
D x s x m x .Ý 1 2
We denote the counit by « and the antipode by S.
1. CYLINDER ALGEBRAS AND THE CYLINDER PRODUCT
Ž .A coquasitriangular CQT bialgebra means a pair of a bialgebra A and
Ž .a convolution invertible bilinear form s : A = A “ k satisfying
s x , y x y s y x s x , y , 1.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
s xy , z s s x , z s y , z , 1.1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
s x , yz s s x , y s x , z 1.1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 1
for x, y, z in A.
Let E be an algebra. A linear map f : A “ E is called a cylinder
homomorphism if it satisfies
f 1 s 1, 1.2.1Ž . Ž .
f ab s s b , a f a s a , b f b 1.2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 3 2 3
Ž .for a, b in A. Note that 1.2.2 is equivalent to
f ab s f b s b , a f a s a , b . 1.2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2 1 2 3 3
Ž .In fact, 1.1.1 implies
s a , b f a b s f b a s a , b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ž .Using 1.2.2 , the right-hand side becomes
s a , b f b s b , a f a s a , b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 3 2 3 4 4
Ž .Since s is invertible, this yields the expression 1.2.3 and vice versa.
A pair of an algebra E and a cylinder homomorphism f : A “ E is
Ž .called a cylinder algebra for A, s .
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Ž w Ž .x.The CQT form s is called skew-in¤ertible cf. T3, 1.4 if there is a
s Ž .bilinear form s called the skew-inverse of s on A such that
s x , y s s x , y s « x « y s s x , y s s x , y 1.3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .for x, y in A. It is easy to see that 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 yield
sy1 xy , z s sy1 y , z sy1 x , z , 1.3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
sy1 x , yz s sy1 x , y sy1 x , z , 1.3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
s s xy , z s s s y , z s s x , z , 1.3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
s s x , yz s s s x , y s s x , z 1.3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2
for x, y, z in A.
LEMMA 1.4. Assume s is skew-in¤ertible. We ha¤e
1 sy1 a , b sy1 a , c sy1 b , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 1 2 2
s sy1 b , c sy1 a , c sy1 a , b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 1 2 2 2
2 s s a , b s s a , c sy1 b , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 1 2 2
s sy1 b , c s s a , c s s a , bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 1 2 2 2
for a, b, c in A.
These are interpreted as Yang]Baxter equations involving sy1 and s s.
Proof. It is well known that s satisfies the Yang]Baxter equation
s a , b s a , c s b , c s s b , c s a , c s a , b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
1.4.1Ž .
If we interpret both sides as forms on A m A m A and take the inverses,
Ž . copwe get 1 . Next, we interpret them as forms on A m A m A. Noting that
s s gives the inverse of s interpreted as a form on Acop m A, we see that
Ž .taking the inverses yields 2 . Q.E.D.
Ž .Let A, s be a CQT bialgebra with skew-invertible form s . We define
the product on A,
I s y1a b s s a , b s b , a a b 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 3 1 2 1 2 3
for a, b in A. This is called the cylinder product. It is obvious that
I I1 a s a s a 1.
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PROPOSITION 1.6. The cylinder product is associati¤e.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By definition and using 1.3.2 ] 1.3.5 , we have
I I s y1 Ia b c s s a , b s b , a a b cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 3 1 2 1 2 3
s s s a , b sy1 b , a s s b , c s s a , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 5 1 2 1 5 1 4 2
= sy1 c , a sy1 c , b a b c ,Ž . Ž .3 2 4 3 3 4 5
I I s y1 Ia b c s s b , c s c , b a b cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 3 1 2 1 2 3
s s s b , c sy1 c , b s s a , b s s a , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 5 1 2 1 4 2 5 3
= sy1 c , a sy1 b , a a b cŽ . Ž .4 1 3 2 3 4 5
Ž .for a, b, c in A. Applying Lemma 1.4 2 to the underlined part, we have
I I s s sa b c s s b , c s a , c s a , bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 5 1 4 2 5 1
=sy1 c , b sy1 c , a sy1 b , a a b c .Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 4 1 3 2 3 4 5
Ž .Applying further Lemma 1.4 1 to the broken underlined part, we have
I I s s s y1a b c s s b , c s a , c s a , b s b , aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 5 1 4 2 5 1 2 1
= sy1 c , a sy1 c , b a b cŽ . Ž .3 2 4 3 3 4 5
I Is a b c. Q.E.D.Ž .
LEMMA 1.7. A linear map f : A “ E is a cylinder homomorphism iff
IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .f a b s f a f b and f 1 s 1 for a, b in A.
Ž .Proof. If f is a cylinder homomorphism, we have, by 1.2.2 ,
sy1 b , a f a , b s f a s a , b f b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
hence
s s a , b sy1 b , a f a bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 3 1 2 1 2 3
s s s a , b s a , b f a f b s f a f b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 3 1 2 2 1 3
IŽ . Ž . Ž .This means f a b s f a f b . The converse is proved in a similar
way. Q.E.D.
The lemma implies that a cylinder homomorphism is nothing but an
IŽ .algebra map A, “ E.
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Note that if A is a Hopf algebra, then s is skew-invertible with
sŽ . Ž Ž ..s x, y s s x, S y with the antipode S.
In this paper, we do not assume the invertibility of cylinder homomor-
w xphisms in contrast to DH . However we have:
Ž .Remark 1.8. If A, s is a CQT Hopf algebra, any cylinder homomor-
Ž .phism f : A “ E is convolution invertible.
Ž . Ž .In fact, since we have, by 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 ,
« a 1 s f S a aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý 1 2
s s a , Sa f Sa s Sa , a f aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 4 3 2 1 5 6
wfor a in A, f has a left inverse. It is known that S is bijective D, Theorem
x Ž .1.3 . We use 1.2.3 to get
« a 1 s f Sy1 a aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý 2 1
s f a s a , Sy1a f Sy1a s Sy1a , a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 2 6 5 4 3
hence f has a right inverse.
Remark 1.9. If f : A “ E is an invertible cylinder homomorphism for a
CQT bialgebra A, then we have
fy1 ab s sy1 a , b fy1 a sy1 b , a fy1 b 1.9.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2 3 3
s fy1 b sy1 a , b fy1 a sy1 b , a 1.9.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 1 2 2 3 3
Ž . Ž .for a, b, c in A. This follows easily from 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 . If we put
tsy1 a, b s sy1 b , a ,Ž . Ž .
then tsy1 is a CQT form on A. The above means that fy1 : A “ E is a
Ž t y1.cylinder homomorphism for A, s .
2. THE FRT CONSTRUCTION AND CYLINDER MATRICES
Let V be a vector space and let E be an algebra. Let R be a linear
automorphism of V m V and let F be a right E linear endomorphism of
Ž .V m E. The pair R, F is called a four braid pair if we have
R m 1 1 m R R m 1 s 1 m R R m 1 1 m R 2.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V
2 21 m F R m 1 s R m 1 1 m F . 2.1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .V E E V
Ž .R is called a Yang]Baxter operator on V if 2.1.1 is satisfied.
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Let R be a Yang]Baxter operator on an n dimensional vector space V.
We take a basis e , . . . , e for V and identify R as an n = n2 matrix with1 n
entries in k as usual:
R e m e s R e m e .Ž . Ýk l Ž i j.Ž k l . i j
i , j
Ž .An n = n matrix F s t with entries in an algebra E is called a cylinderi j
matrix for R if we have
2 2I m F R s R I m F , 2.2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 2 Ž .where I m F denotes the n = n matrix d t . We may identify Fi j k l Ž i k .Ž jl .
Ž . Ž .as a right E linear endomorphism of V m E and 2.2.1 means R, F
Ž . Žforms a four braid pair. Note that this is equivalent to saying I m F R I
.m F commutes with R.
Ž .Recall that the FRT bialgebra A R is defined by entries of an n = n
Ž .matrix X s x as generators and the relationi j
X Ž2.R s RX Ž2. , 2.2.2Ž .
Ž2. 2 2 Ž . Ž wwhere X denotes the n = n matrix x x cf. T1, Propositioni j k l Ž i k .Ž jl .
x.3.3 . In general, a matrix X is called a quantum matrix for R if it satisfies
Ž . Ž .2.2.2 . Thus A R is generated by the entries of a universal quantum
Ž .matrix for R. The coalgebra structure and the CQT form s on A R are
determined by
D x s x m x , « x s d , 2.2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi j i s s j i j i j
s
R s s x , x . 2.2.4Ž . Ž .Ž i j.Ž k l . jk i l
w Ž .xTHEOREM 2.3 DH, 3.1 . Let F be a cylinder matrix for R with entries in
Ž .an algebra E. There is a unique cylinder homomorphism f : A R “ E such
Ž Ž ..that F s f x .i j
Similarly, we may consider a universal cylinder matrix for R. We define
Ž . Ž .an algebra Cyl R by generators t , . . . , t and the relation 2.2.1 for11 nn
Ž .F s t . Theorem 2.3 implies there is a unique cylinder homomorphismi j
Ž . Ž . Ž .f : A R “ Cyl R such that f x s t .i j i j
Ž .The CQT form s on A R is skew-invertible if the Yang]Baxter
= w xoperator R is rigid. Recall that the Lyubashenko operation R L is
defined by
R =: V U m V “ V m V U , f m ¤ ‹ f m 1 R ¤ m e m eU ,Ž . Ž .Ý V i i
i
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 U4  4 =where e denotes the dual basis for e . R is called rigid if R isi i
Ž .bijective. This is equivalent to saying that the CQT form s on A R is
Ž wskew-invertible see Sch, Theorem 3.2; T3, Theorem 1.7, Corollary 1.8,
x. Ž .Proposition 2.8 . By the universality of Cyl R , we have:
COROLLARY 2.4. If R is a rigid Yang]Baxter operator, the cylinder
Ž . Ž .homomorphism f : A R “ Cyl R is bijecti¤e, inducing an algebra isomor-
IŽ Ž . . Ž .phism A R , , Cyl R .
Ž .In general, relation 2.2.1 for a cylinder matrix is not easy to write down
explicitly. We give a nice description of it which is effectively used in the
Ž Ž ..case of O M n in the next section.q
Ž .Among the entries of F s t , we definei j
t ) t s R t t . 2.5.1Ž .Ýi j k l Žk a.Ž jb. i a b l
a, b
In terms of the CQT form s , the product ) admits a more natural
description:
t ) t s t s x , x t . 2.5.2Ž . Ž .Ýi j k l ia a j k b b l
a, b
X Ž .Put F s t .nq1yi, j i j
PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume we ha¤e
R s R .Ž i j.Ž k l . Žnq1yj , nq1yi.Žnq1yl , nq1yk .
Ž . X Ž .Then F s t is a cylinder matrix for R iff F s t is a quantumi j nq1yi, j
matrix for R relati¤e to the ) product.
This means if we make the n2 = n2 matrix FXŽ2. by means of the )
product,
FXŽ2. s t ) t ,Ž .nq1yi , j nq1yk , l Ž .Ž .i k jl
Ž . XŽ2. XŽ2.then 2.2.1 is equivalent to F R s RF .
Proof. It is easy to see that
I m F R I m F s t ) t ;Ž . Ž . Ž .jk i l Ž .Ž .i j k l
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hence it commutes with R iff
R FXŽ2.Ý Žnq1yj , nq1yi.Žnq1yb , nq1ya. Žab.Ž k l .
a, b
s FXŽ2. R .Ý Ž i j.Ž ab. Žab.Ž k l .
a, b
This is equivalent to saying FXŽ2. commutes with R under the given
hypothesis. Q.E.D.
We end this section with a remark on the invertibility of cylinder
homomorphisms and cylinder matrices. Let F be a cylinder matrix for R
Ž .with coefficients in an algebra E. Let f : A R “ E be the corresponding
Ž .cylinder map. Let s be the CQT form on A R . If F has inverse matrix
y1 Ž . y1 y1 XF , it follows from 2.2.1 that F is a cylinder matrix for R . Let f :
Ž y1 . Ž .A R “ E be the corresponding cylinder map. Note that A R s
Ž y1 . Ž y1 . t y1A R as bialgebras and that the CQT form on A R is given by s .
X Ž . Ž .Hence f satisfies conditions 1.9.1 and 1.9.2 . Using this fact, one can
X Ž Ž . .prove that f and f are inverses of each other in Hom A R , E relative
to the convolution product. This proves the ``if'' part of the following, while
the ``only if'' part is obvious.
Remark 2.7. Let F be a cylinder matrix in an algebra E for a
Yang]Baxter operator matrix R. The corresponding cylinder map f :
Ž .A R “ E is convolution invertible iff the matrix F is invertible.
Ž Ž ..3. CASE OF O M nq
We investigate cylinder algebras and cylinder matrices for the coordi-
Ž Ž .. Ž .nate bialgebra O M n of quantum M n .q
Let q be a nonzero element in k and let V be an n dimensional vector
space with basis e , . . . , e . We define R : V m V “ V m V by1 n q
e m e if i - j,¡ j i
~qe m e if i s j,R e m e s i iŽ .q i j
y1¢e m e q q y q e m e if i ) j.Ž .j i i j
It is well known that R is a rigid Yang]Baxter operator.q
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Ž .An n = n matrix X s x with entries in an algebra is called ai j
q-matrix if
x x s qx x if j - k , 3.1.1Ž .i k i j i j i k
x x s qx x if i - j, 3.1.2Ž .jk ik ik jk
x x s x x , x x y x x s q y qy1 x xŽ .jk i l i l jk jl i k ik jl i l jk
if i - j and k - l. 3.1.3Ž .
< <The q-determinant X is defined byq
Ž .yl s< <X s yq x ??? x ,Ž .Ýq 1s Ž1. ns Žn.
s
Ž .where s runs over all permutations of n letters and l s denotes the
number of inversions. It is known that X is a q-matrix iff X Ž2. commutes
w xwith R Dr, p. 814 . Hence a q-matrix is precisely a quantum matrix forq
Ž .R 2.2.2 and we haveq
O M n s A R . 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q q
Ž .It is generated by the entries of a universal q-matrix X s x . It is knowni j
< < Ž wthat g s X is a central group-like element in it see T1, p. 235; PW,q
Ž .x.4.6.1 .
Ž Ž ..The CQT form s on O M n is determined byq q
q if i s j,
s x , x s 3.3.1Ž . Ž .q i i j j ½ 1 if i / j,
s x , x s q y qy1 if i - j, 3.3.2Ž . Ž .q i j ji
s x , x s 0 otherwise 3.3.3Ž . Ž .q i j k l
Ž w x.see D, Example 2.8 . Let C be the subcoalgebra spanned by x . It isV i j
Ž .y1 w xy1known that s s s on C = C D, ibid. . The skew-invertibilityq q V V
2 2 Ž Ž ..follows from the fact that the n = n matrix s x , x is triangu-q ik l j Ž i j.Ž k l .
< <lar with nonzero diagonal. If g s X , we haveq
s g , x s s x , g s qd 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .q i j q i j i j
by an easy calculation.
It is easy to see that R s R satisfies the assumption of Proposition 2.6,q
R s R , so we can apply this criterion. WithŽ i j.Ž k l . Žnq1yj, nq1yi.Žnq1yl, nq1yk .
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Ž . Ž .respect to R , the ) product 2.5.1 or 2.5.2 takes the formq
t t if j / k ,¡ i j k l
~t ) t s 3.5Ž .y1i j k l qt t q q y q t t if j s k .Ž .Ýi j jl i a al¢
a-j
Applying Proposition 2.6, we have:
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.6. An n = n matrix F s t with entries in an algebra isi j
a cylinder matrix for R iffq
t ) t s qt ) t if j - k , 3.6.1Ž .i k i j i j i k
t ) t s qt ) t if i ) j, 3.6.2Ž .jk ik ik jk
t ) t s t ) t , t ) t y t ) t s q y qy1 t ) tŽ .jk i l i l jk jl i k ik jl i l jk
if i ) j and k - l 3.6.3Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..cf. 3.1.1 ] 3.1.3 .
We call a cylinder matrix for R a q-cylinder matrix for short.q
a bŽ .EXAMPLE 3.7. F s is a q-cylinder matrix iffc d
ac s q2ca, bd q 1 y qy2 ab s db,Ž .
dc q 1 y qy2 ca s cd, ba s q2ab, 3.7.1Ž .Ž .
da s ad, bc y cb q 1 y qy2 a2 s 1 y qy2 ad.Ž . Ž .
Note that if we put
d y 1 y qy2 a ybŽ .y2 Äd s q ac y cb , F s 3.7.2Ž .y2ž /yc q a
these relations are equivalent to
d 0Ä ÄFF s FF s . 3.7.3Ž .ž /0 d
Hence d commutes with a, b, c, d and it may be called the determinant,
Äand F the cofactor matrix of F. We generalize these notions in the next
section.
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4. THE DETERMINANT AND THE COFACTOR MATRIX
OF A q-CYLINDER MATRIX
ÄIf X is an n = n q-matrix, there is an n = n matrix X such that
Ä Ä < < Ž . Ž .XX s XX s gI with g s X . Let X be the n y 1 = n y 1 subma-q i j
trix of X obtained by removing the ith row and the jth column. The
Äcofactor matrix X is given by
jy iÄ < <X s yq XŽ . qž /ji i j
Ž w Ž .x.see T1, Proposition 2.3; PW, 4.4.4 . In this section, we show that if F is
Äan n = n q-cylinder matrix, there is a cofactor matrix F such that
Ä ÄFF s FF s d I for some element d . We call d the determinant of F. It
follows that d commutes with entries of F and that F is invertible if d is a
Ž w Ž .x.unit cf. T1, p. 235; PW, 4.6.1 .
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Let f : O M n s A R “ Cyl R be the canonical cylinder homo-q q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .morphism given by f x s t . We put X s x and F s t , which arei j i j i j i j
< <a universal q-matrix and q-cylinder matrix, respectively. We put x s XÃ qi j i j
< < w Ž .xand g s X . We have, by PW, 4.4.4 ,q
ky j
d g s yq x x 4.1.1Ž . Ž .ÃÝi k i j k j
j
ky js yq x x 4.1.2Ž . Ž .ÃÝ ji jk
j
jy is yq x x 4.1.3Ž . Ž .ÃÝ i j k j
j
jy is yq x x . 4.1.4Ž . Ž .ÃÝ ji jk
j
Ž Ž ..Let s be the CQT form on O M n .q q
PROPOSITION 4.2. We ha¤e
1 if i s j,
1 s x , x sŽ . ÃŽ .q i i j j ½ q if i / j,
iy j 2s x , x s yq 1 y q if i - j,Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .q ji ji
s x , x s 0 otherwise.ÃŽ .q i j k l
1 if i s j,
2 s x , x sŽ . ÃŽ .q i i j j ½ q if i / j,
iy j 2s x , x s yq 1 y q if i - j,Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .q i j i j
s x , x s 0 otherwise.ÃŽ .q i j k l
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Applying s ], x to 4.1.4 , we haveq st
jy i
s d g , x s d d q s yq s x , x s x , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .Ýq ik st ik st q ji su q jk ut
j, u
Ž .y1 y1Since s s s on C = C , this yieldsq q V V
jy i
y1s x , x s yq qs x , x .Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .q i j k l q ji k l
y1 Ž . Ž .Substituting q “ q in 3.3.1 ] 3.3.3 , we get the claim.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 This is proved similarly by applying s x , ] to 4.1.2 . Q.E.D.q st
We put
2y iyj¡q yq x if i / j,Ž . Ãji
n~x sÄi j 2y2 i 2y2 a 2q x q q 1 y q x if i s j.Ž .Ã ÃÝi i aa¢
asiq1
COROLLARY 4.3. For any 1 F i, j F n, we ha¤e
2y iyax s yq x s x , xŽ .Ä Ã ÃŽ .Ýi j ab q b i a j
a, b
2y jyas yq s x , x x .Ž . Ã ÃŽ .Ý q ia jb b a
a, b
ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 4.4. Let d s f g and F s f x . Then we ha¤eÄi j i j
Ä ÄFF s FF s d I.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Applying 1.2.2 to 4.1.4 , we have
jy i
d d s yq s x , x f x s x , x f x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ã ÃŽ .Ýi k q js ja ab q b i st tk
j, s , t
a , b
We should have s s a by Proposition 4.2, hence
jy i
d d s yq s x , x f x s x , x f x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ã ÃŽ .Ýi k q ja ja ab q b i at tk
j, t , a , b
We should have j F a and we have
a ay1





d d s yq f x s x , x f x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã ÃÝi k ab q b i at tk
t , a , b
Ä ÄBy Corollary 4.3, this means FF s d I. Similarly, FF s d I follows by
Ž . Ž .applying 1.2.3 to 4.1.3 . Q.E.D.
ÄŽ .DEFINITION 4.5. We call d s f g the determinant and F the cofactor
matrix of the q-cylinder matrix F.
a bŽ .EXAMPLE 4.6. For a q-cylinder matrix F s , we havec d
d q qy2 y 1 a ybŽ .y2 Äd s q ad y cb , F s .y2ž /yc q a
Ž .The coordinate Hopf algebra for quantum GL n is given by localizing
Ž Ž ..O M n at g :q
y1O GL n s O M n g .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q q
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .The algebra O M n has a natural gradation, and 3.4 and 1.2.2 giveq
rise to
f ga s q m d f a , 4.7.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
hence, by induction,
f g sa s q m s d s f a 4.7.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..if a is an element of degree m in O M n . Allowing s to range over allq
integers, this formula allows us to extend f to a cylinder homomorphism
Ž Ž .. Ž .w y1 x Ž X X. Ž Ž ..O GL n “ Cyl R d . If E , f is a cylinder algebra for O GL n ,q q q
X Ž Ž .. Ž . Xthe restriction of f to O M n induces an algebra map f : Cyl R “ E .q q
XŽ . Ž . XSince f g s f d is invertible in E , f extends to an algebra map
Ž .w y1 x X Ž .w y1 xCyl R d “ E . This means Cyl R d is the universal cylinderq q
Ž Ž ..algebra for O GL n .q
COROLLARY 4.8. An n = n q-cylinder matrix F is in¤ertible iff its determi-
nant d is in¤ertible.
Proof. The ``if'' part follows from Theorem 4.4. Assume F is an
Ž Ž ..invertible q-cylinder matrix with entries in an algebra E. Let f : O M nq
“ E be the corresponding cylinder homomorphism. Then f has convolu-
y1 Ž . y1Ž . y1Ž . Ž .tion inverse f by Remark 2.7. Since f g f g s f g f g s 1, it
Ž .follows that the determinant d s f g is invertible. Q.E.D.
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